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Abstract: Nord Pool is the leading power market in Europe. It has been documented that the forward
contracts traded in this market exhibit a significant forward premium, which could be a sign of
market inefficiency. Efficient power markets are important, especially when there is a goal to increase
the share of the power mix stemming from renewable energy sources. We therefore contribute to
the understanding of this topic by examining how the forward premium in the Nord Pool market
depend on several economic and physical conditions. We utilise two methods: ordinary least squares
and quantile regression. The results show that the reservoir level and the basis (the difference
between the forward and spot price) have a significant impact on the forward premium. The realised
volatility of futures prices and the implied volatility of the stock market have strong effects on both
the conditional lower and upper tails of the forward premium. We also find that, as the market has
matured, the forward premium has decreased, indicating an increase in market efficiency.
Keywords: electricity; futures; forward premium; quantile regression
1. Introduction
There are important differences between electricity and other commodities and financial assets.
It cannot be stored in economically meaningful quantities and its demand and supply are highly
dependent on the weather conditions. This, in combination with very inelastic demand, leads to much
higher volatility in electricity prices compared to the prices of most other commodities and financial
assets [1].
These specific properties of electricity spot prices induce a need for derivatives which can be used
for hedging purposes. The most important tools for companies that depend heavily on the electricity
price are forward and futures contracts. These contracts enable them to fix the price of electricity sold
today for delivery at some point in the future.
As electricity cannot be easily stored, the classical no-arbitrage spot-futures relationship does
not hold [2]. The alternative approach is based on equilibrium models where the difference between
the forward price and spot price is described by a forward premium. The research questions in such
studies are usually: (1) whether a significant forward premium exists; and (2) which market and
physical conditions have an impact on the observed premium. Examples of recent studies within the
Nordic power market are those by Botterud et al. [3], Lucia and Torró [4] and Weron and Zator [5].
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No consensus has yet been reached on whether or not mature electricity markets should exhibit a
forward premium, or which factors should impact the magnitude and sign of that premium. Electricity
markets are developing rapidly and analysis based on as long history as available, particularly
including recent market developments, is therefore very important. Some of the more influential early
works, such as those of Bessembinder and Lemmon [2], Villaplana [6] and Longstaff and Wang [7],
suffer from a short data time span. Additionally, as electricity markets are still relatively immature
compared to other commodity markets, an important question yet to be answered is whether the
observed premium represents the market price of risk or whether it represents market inefficiencies [5].
Botterud et al. [8], Lucia and Torró [4] and Weron and Zator [5] all found evidence of a forward
premium in futures contracts traded on the Nordic electricity market. These papers use regression
methods to describe the relationship between the observed forward premium and market conditions.
Building upon these papers, we extend the understanding in this field further in several ways.
First, the research available thus far has mostly focused on short-term contracts, primarily
day-ahead futures (Bessembinder and Lemmon [2], Longstaff and Wang [7]) and weekly contracts
(Lucia and Torró [4], Botterud et al. [3]). Mork [9] did some analyses on the forward premium for
futures with a delivery period of one month, but the data set they used is old and analyses of more
recent data are lacking. Our paper will therefore focus on one-month futures for which there are no
recent studies on the forward premium in the Nordic electricity market.
Second, we consider a time series of eight years of historical spot and medium-term futures
contract prices traded for the Nord Pool market between 2005 and 2013. Specifically, we examine
the relationship between the forward premium in medium-term futures and various market related
variables. Here, we follow Botterud et al. [3] and Weron and Zator [5], among others. The empirical
analysis includes variables that have been studied earlier, such as the reservoir levels [3] and volatility
of the spot price [2], as well as variables that have not been examined previously. To this end,
we propose a model that can explain the forward premium by the demand for futures, temperature,
the volatility of the spot price, reservoir levels, overall market risk as expressed by the VIX index and
the basis (the difference between the forward and spot price).
Third, the paper analyses the evolution of the Nordic electricity market over time. By splitting the
sample in two, we can assess potential changes in the market structure over the eight years considered.
As noted by Mork [9], one would assume that the forward premium decreases and speculative
participation increases over time as market participants gain experience and understanding of the
market mechanisms increases. Using the most recent data available enables us to analyse how market
efficiency and investor experience impact the forward premium for Nordic electricity futures.
Fourth, we use quantile regression in addition to OLS estimates to examine the effects of the
market variables across all quantiles. While quantile regression has been utilised in various fields
of energy economics such as modelling electricity price [10], to our knowledge, it has not been used
within this research area. This approach provides important information to market participants about
what influences the tails of the forward premium.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes some stylised properties of
electricity markets and electricity as a traded commodity. Section 3 reviews the literature on the
forward premium in futures and forwards with a special focus on applications to the electricity market.
Section 4 presents the methodology and data selection. Our empirical analysis and results are discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
2. The Nordic Electricity Market
2.1. The Physical Electricity Market
The Nordic physical electricity market is operated by Nord Pool Spot ASA. At present, it runs a
combined day-ahead spot market (Elspot) and an intraday market covering the same area to ensure
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balance in the grid (Elbas) Trading in the day-ahead market closes at 12:00 on the preceding day.
Trading in Elbas takes place until one hour before delivery.
Market participants in the Elspot market place orders to buy or sell electricity for each hour
of the next day. Nord Pool’s algorithm then generates the system price by aggregating the orders.
This ensures that electricity is produced at the lowest cost every hour of the day as the system price
represents the cost of producing 1 kWh of electricity from the most expensive source to balance the
system Since electricity in Norway is produced primarily from hydropower, there is strong seasonality
also in the supply side of this market.
The system price does not take transmission constraints into account. This would likely lead to
congestion and, thus, to alleviate this, the market is divided into several price areas with different prices
based on the supply and demand in the given area. The bidding areas are divided by country and then
further divided within each country based on the decision of the transmission system operator in each
country. For instance, Norway is divided into five price areas, whereas all of Denmark is in the same
price area). The Nord Pool system price is first generated on a per hour basis. Demand usually follows
a predictable pattern within a 24-hour period. Demand is highest during working hours, as businesses
contribute significantly to demand, and lower in the evening and at night. The daily spot price is then
generated by taking the arithmetic average of all 24 hours of the day. This daily spot price is then used
as the underlying asset for the traded financial derivatives.
Trading on Elspot and Elbas requires physical delivery of the electricity that is traded. Therefore,
trade in these markets is dominated by electricity generating companies and utilities. Within the Nord
Pool area there are more than 370 power producing companies and more than 370 utilities selling
electricity to end-users.
2.2. Financial Market
In addition to the physical markets, there is a financial market for trading derivatives based on
the Nord Pool prices. The financial market is currently operated by Nasdaq Commodities Europe. The
financial market used to be a subsidiary of Nord Pool, but in 2008 it was spun off into a separate entity
and sold to Nasdaq. Nasdaq Commodities offer a variety of derivatives based on the system and area
prices within the area covered by the physical Nord Pool markets. The derivatives offered include
options, futures, forwards and contracts for differences. Contracts for differences are used to hedge
price area risk. The futures and forward contracts offered are used by participants in the physical
electricity markets to hedge their price risk as well as speculative investors looking to make a profit.
Nasdaq offers two different types of futures contracts on the Nord Pool system price, “normal”
futures and differed settlement (DS) futures. The difference between them is the length of the delivery
periods and how the mark-to-market amount during the trading period is settled. The standard futures
are marked-to-market every day during the trading period and the change in price will be credited
or debited to the buyer or seller of the futures every day. The deferred settlement futures will just
accumulate the gains and loses and the difference between the price of the futures when it was bought
and the final futures price will be settled at the beginning of the delivery period. The futures offered
on Nasdaq OMX have times to maturity varying from one day up to several years. The contracts
also specify the the time period for delivery. All futures contracts available are cash-settled with no
physical delivery expected. Bye and Hope [11] indicated that the volume in the derivatives is about
five times the volume of physical trade and that the ratio has been increasing since 2003.
3. Risk and Forward Premium in Electricity Markets
3.1. The Pricing of Futures
Traditionally, there have been two main approaches to pricing forwards and futures (see, for
instance, Hirshleifer [12] or Fama and French [13]). One line of reasoning is based on no-arbitrage
assumptions and the possibility of creating a replicating portfolio to the forward. If no-arbitrage
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conditions hold, the replicating portfolio should have the same value as the forward contract. Using
this insight, the relationship between the forward price and the spot price is relatively easily obtainable.
The second approach used to model forward prices is based on equilibrium considerations. These
models generally focus on the forward premium, the difference between the forward price and the
expected spot price. In an equilibrium model, the forward premium represents the compensation for
holding price or demand risk for a given commodity. The assumption is that the forward premium
should be negative due to the demand for short positions in forwards created by producers of a
commodity who are looking to hedge their risks. Hirshleifer [12] found that the optimal hedging
positions, and thus the hedging pressure on the forward price, varies depending on whether demand is
elastic or inelastic. This implies that the forward premium can be positive, zero or negative depending
on the economic conditions of the market one wishes to model. One important note about the model
considered in the paper is that it assumes that some consumers do not participate in the futures market.
For electricity futures, this will probably not hold as both producers and “consumers”, for the most
part utilities, will face price risks and thus have demand for futures contracts.
The theory of normal backwardation has generally been used to describe the forward premium in
futures markets [9]. According to this theory, the forward premium depends on the risk preferences of
investors wishing to hedge their positions, and speculators. If a market is in backwardation, futures
prices are below the spot price and sellers pay a premium to hedge their prices at a point in the future.
As there is a premium on average, speculators will have an incentive to buy futures [9]. The opposite
situation is contango, where buyers have to pay a premium to fix their price in the future. The sign and
size of the forward premium depend on the relative demand for hedges between buyers and sellers of
a given commodity.
3.2. Definitions
The ex ante forward premium FP(t, T) for a futures contract is the difference between the futures
price F(t, T) and the expected spot price Et[S(T)], where t is the time the future is bought and T is the
time of maturity for the future contract. This can be presented as follows:
FP(t, T) = F(t, T)− Et[S(T)] (1)
Another important measure is the basis, the difference between the forward price F(t, T) at time t
for delivery at time T and the spot price S(t) at time t:
B(t, T) = F(t, T)− S(t) (2)
The problem with the ex ante premium is that the expected spot price is not readily available.
The spot price is dependent on factors that are outside human control and impossible to know perfectly
in advance, particularly the weather. To use this measure in an empirical analysis, some form of model
for the expected spot price needs to be developed. This presents a difficult econometric problem,
which was tackled by Villaplana [6] and Weron et al. [14], among t others. An alternative approach is
to analyse the ex post forward premium instead. As this approach avoids assumptions regarding the
model for the expected spot price, it is an attractive option [4].
The ex post forward premium is defined as the difference between the futures price F(t, T) and
the spot price at maturity S(T). The ex post forward premium can be decomposed into the ex ante
forward premium and a forecast error. Under standard assumptions that the forecast errors are random
noise, evidence of a non-zero ex post forward premium will also be evidence of a non-zero ex ante
forward premium. Due to these properties most studies (see Weron and Zator [5] for a review) choose
to analyse the ex post forward premium, as do we in this paper.
An important point made by Haugom and Ullrich [15] is that deregulated electricity markets are
relatively immature and as such the assumption that the forecast errors are random noise may not be
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correct. In such cases, a non-zero ex post forward premium is not necessarily evidence of a non-zero ex
ante premium, but could also be evidence of market inefficiencies.
There are some differences in how the forward premium is defined. As is often the case with
financial data, it is preferable to present the premium as a relative value rather than an absolute value,
because the positive skewness observed in electricity prices means that the premium in absolute value
is heavily influenced by large outliers (see Daskalakis and Markellos [16] and Longstaff and Wang [7]).
The two most popular definitions are the percentage and logarithmic definitions of the forward





logFP(t, T) = ln(F(t, T))− ln(S(T)) (4)
There is no consensus on whether it is most appropriate to define the forward premium
logarithmically or as a percentage. Haugom et al. [17] argued that the logarithmic forward premium is
most suited for OLS regression purposes. The logarithmic definition was used by Botterud et al. [3],
Haugom et al. [17] and Haugom et al. [18], whereas the percentage definition of the forward premium
was used by Daskalakis and Markellos [16] and Longstaff and Wang [7]. In this paper, both definitions
are used, to analyse whether the results depend on the choice of the definition or not.
3.3. Risk Premium Versus Forward Premium
In the literature on electricity futures, the terminology referring to risk and forward premiums
is not consistent. The forward premium as defined in Equation (1) is used in the majority of studies,
including by Daskalakis and Markellos [16], Longstaff and Wang [7] and Lucia and Torró [4]. There
seems to be some terminological confusion, however, as Weron and Zator [5] noted that different
researchers have used the forward premium and risk premium interchangeably as terms to describe
the premium defined in Equation (1). In this paper, we use the terminology “forward premium” as
this is used in the majority of previous studies within the field.
3.4. Empirical Evidence of a Forward Premium in Electricity Futures
The seminal work on the forward premium in electricity futures is found in [2]. The paper
develops an equilibrium model to explain the forward premium in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Maryland (PJM) electricity market in the United States under the assumption that the price is
determined by power producers and retailers, without input from speculative investors. The model
predicts that the forward premium should decrease with expected variance of the spot price and
increase with expected skewness of the spot price.
Longstaff and Wang [7] tested the theoretical model of Bessembinder and Lemmon [2] empirically
using hourly data for spot and day-ahead forward prices in the PJM electricity market in the United
States. Although the dataset is limited to two years, the authors found evidence of a significant forward
premium in the hourly prices and that some of the variation in the forward premium can be explained
by the Bessembinder and Lemmon [2] model. They also found that the forward premium varies
significantly with yearly seasonality and time of day. The paper also relates the observed forward
premium to time-varying risk measures such as the conditional volatility of electricity demand,
spot prices and total revenue, and examines the relative volatility of forward- and spot prices.
Villaplana [6] also analysed data from the PJM market with the aim of identifying a process that
adequately describes the time series of spot price. Specifically, a jump-diffusion approach with two
factors is used to capture the dynamics of the spot price. The connection to the seasonal pattern of the
forward premium is captured through seasonality in the probability of jumps. In periods with low
probability of jumps in the spot price, the forward premium should be small and mostly explained
by the variance in the spot price. In periods where there is a significant probability of price jumps,
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this should drive demand for futures up and the forward premium with it. A higher probability of
price jumps implies more positive skewness over the period as the possibility of large prices increases.
Villaplana [6] reached the same conclusion as Bessembinder and Lemmon [2], namely that spot price
skewness and variance drive the forward premium in this market.
Both Bessembinder and Lemmon [2] and Longstaff and Wang [7] found evidence of a significant
forward premium in the PJM and CALPX electricity markets. Haugom and Ullrich [15] repeated the
analysis conducted by Longstaff and Wang [7] using data from 2001 to 2011. Their main conclusion
is that, even though there is some empirical support for the theoretical model in the early years, the
coefficients are very unstable as the market matures and the model presented by Bessembinder and
Lemmon [2] is not able to explain the behaviour of the forward prices in the PJM market sufficiently
well. Haugom and Ullrich [15] concluded that the forward price has evolved into an unbiased
predictor of the spot price. The forecast of the spot price is not significantly improved by including
other information known to market participants.
Diko et al. [19] investigated three European electricity markets (the German EEX market, France’s
Powernext and the Dutch APX) for the presence of a risk premium in day-ahead electricity futures.
A significant risk premium is found for peak hours for all three markets. For off-peak hours, only EEX
shows a significant short-term risk premium. Using a multi-factor model, the paper finds support for
the Bessembinder and Lemmon [2] model in the peaks hours forward premium. The paper also finds,
in agreement with Haugom and Ullrich [15], that the forward premium decreases in absolute value as
the market matures.
3.5. Explaining Variation in the Forward Premium
The differences in generation mix between the PJM market and Nord Pool raise the question
whether the results obtained from analysing the PJM market are directly applicable to Nord Pool.
The main difference is the amount of available hydropower, which is substantially higher in the Nord
Pool area [3]. As discussed in the previous section, electricity prices are influenced mainly by local supply
and demand conditions and it is uncertain to what degree the findings in one electricity market can be
generalised to others. For example, Álvaro Cartea and Villaplana [20] found that capacity risk could
assume both positive and negative values depending on both the market and time period under study.
Douglas and Popova [21] developed a regression model to describe the forward premium using
the variance and skewness of the spot price as well as variables that impact demand for gas for
heating, and the available gas in storage. The empirical analysis supports the intuition that gas storage
levels should have a negative impact on the forward premium by decreasing the spot price skewness.
Higher gas storage levels imply that the amount of potentially available electricity is higher, which
leads to a smaller impact from demand shocks and thus a lower premium according to the model
of Bessembinder and Lemmon [2]. However, there are large differences between the Nordic and
American PJM electricity markets. In the PJM market considered by Douglas and Popova [21], low
temperatures do not affect electricity demand by much, as gas is primarily used for heating, whereas
very high temperatures drive electricity demand up due to air conditioning, which predominantly
runs on electricity. This is in stark contrast to the Nordic electricity market where a large amount
of electricity is used for heating and the peak demand over a year is always on the coldest days.
However, the main finding that storage opportunities for the resources used to create electricity have
a significant impact on the forward premium, is relevant to us. The Nordic electricity market has a
large share of hydropower with reservoirs. Water can be stored in reservoirs and it is therefore likely
that reservoir levels and weather conditions that impact reservoir levels will have an impact on the
forward premium.
Bunn and Chen [22] reviewed the literature on the risk premium in electricity futures and noted
that no consensus on the existence and explanation of the risk premium in electricity futures has
yet been reached. One reason for this is that a large part of the literature has focused on using
statistical features of the spot price, mainly its skewness and volatility, to model the risk premium.
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In their analysis of the British electricity market, they found evidence that the risk premium includes
a premium in the underlying fuel, which in Britain is gas. Furthermore, supply and demand shocks
are found to have a significant effect. Bunn and Chen [22] also found significant differences between
day-ahead and one-month futures, where day-ahead futures reflect the operational aspects of the
electricity market and one-month-ahead forwards are based on more fundamental expectations.
One of the first papers to analyse the forward premium in the Nordic electricity market was by
Botterud et al. [8]. Using a dataset from 1996 and 2001, they found a significant positive forward
premium, which increases as the length of the holding period increases. Botterud et al. [8] also
examined the effect of deviations from normal reservoir levels on the forward premium. However,
this is only done through visual inspection of graphical plots of the reservoir deviations, spot and
futures prices and the risk premium, and the results are preliminary at best.
Botterud et al. [3] explained that several of the assumptions in the Bessembinder and Lemmon [2]
model are not fulfilled in the Nord Pool market. The assumption that each producer faces a convex
cost function does not hold for a system with a large amount of hydropower. Hydropower has very
low actual production costs and scheduling decisions are based on the water value, which is the
opportunity cost of production now versus deferring production.
4. Data
The time series of spot and futures prices used in our empirical analysis consists of daily system
spot prices and daily prices for 1 month DS futures traded on Nasdaq OMX Europe. The dataset was
obtained from Montel, a market information provider for European electricity markets.
As expected, the spot prices show high seasonal variation and are highest during the winter
months. The futures prices follow a very similar pattern, as can be seen in Figure 1. Figure 1 also
clearly shows the infrequent upward spikes in the spot price that are typical in time series of electricity
prices. The prices are highest during the winter. The peaks for the spot price are larger than the peaks
for the futures price. This is also expected, as the spot price is more heavily influenced by short-term
events with large ramifications, such as exceptionally cold weather. In general, the time series of spot
and futures prices behave similarly to what one would expect. Large upward price spikes are found
in electricity prices when market conditions are particularly bad. This effect is more pronounced for
electricity than for any other commodity due to the fact that electricity cannot be stored.
The time series of spot prices and futures consists of 2174 daily observations of the system spot
price and the futures price between December 2005 and September 2014. We used these data to
calculate the average spot price for every month during the period covered. The futures used in this
study are one-month futures. This means that forward premium is found by taking the difference
between the futures price and the average spot price during the delivery period. Using the definitions
in Section 3.2, both the logarithmic and percentage forward premium are calculated.
For reservoir levels, the deviation from the daily mean is used. Only the reservoir levels in
Norway are used, as they were the only ones that were publicly available.
The error resulting from omitting the reservoir levels in other countries of the Nord Pool area
is probably small, because Norway has about 65% of the hydropower within the Nord Pool area
and reservoir levels within the region are correlated. The data for the reservoir levels were obtained
from the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (http://vannmagasinfylling.nve.no/
Default.aspx?ViewType=AllYearsTable&Omr=NO) and consist of weekly aggregated reservoir levels
for all hydropower reservoirs in Norway . As the data relate to weekly reservoir levels, some amount
of transformation is needed to fit the daily values for the spot and futures prices. Assuming that
the weekly levels are the levels at the beginning of the week and the first week of the year begins
on the 1 January, the weekly values were transformed into daily values using linear interpolation.
This transformation is not perfect, but it should be very close to the actual reservoir level on the given
day. Using the obtained daily values, the deviation from the average reservoir level on any given day
is calculated. The reservoir levels and their deviation from the average level are presented graphically
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in Figure 2. As expected, the reservoir levels follow a strong seasonal pattern. Inflows stop during
winter and the reservoirs are tapped down until the snow starts melting. The deviation from average
reservoir levels shows no obvious seasonal patterns.


































Figure 1. One-month futures and spot prices.











































Deviation from average reservoir level
Figure 2. Reservoir levels and deviation from average reservoir levels.
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The temperature variable was created by using Norwegian weather data, obtained from the
Norwegian Meteorological Institute (http://www.eklima.met.no.), which offers a wide range of
climate data free of charge. The variable was constructed by taking the measurement station closest to
the largest population center in each Norwegian county and then calculating a population weighted
average each day. There are some obvious weaknesses in this approach as the Nordic electricity
market is larger than Norway. In addition, the weighting coefficients are hard to estimate accurately,
as the population density varies heavily between measurement points. However, there is correlation
between temperatures in Norway and the rest of the Nordic region, and therefore the weighted average
temperature in Norway should also reflect to some extent the temperature in the Nord Pool area as
a whole.
Open interest for the futures contract was obtained from Montel. Motivated by Haugom et al. [23],
the variable was split in two: one for above average levels of open interest and one for levels below
average. The explanation for this transformation is that the relation between open interest and the
forward premium might not be monotonic. In particular, an average level of open interest might have
a different impact on the forward premium than an unusually high or unusually low level of open
interest. The high open interest variable is set to zero if open interest is below average and the low
open interest variable is set to zero if open interest is above average. The definitions used are given as:
OILOW,t = min
{





OIt − OIaverage, 0
}
(6)
We obtained the realised volatility of forward prices from Birkelund et al. [24]. The VIX index
was obtained from Montel. The effect of overall market risk on the forward premium in electricity
futures has not been studied previously. The VIX is therefore included because the overall market
risk might impact market participants’ risk aversion (including participants of electricity markets),




Figure 3 displays the evolution of the forward premium over time. The forward premium is larger
during the winter months than during the summer months, although the largest negative forward
premiums coincide with the largest spikes in spot prices, which usually happen during the winter.
Such large price spikes are a consequence of severe and sometimes unexpected changes in the factors
influencing the spot price. The forward premium does not exhibit any obvious seasonality pattern,
whereas both the spot and forward prices do.
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Figure 3. Logarithmic and percentage forward premium.
5.2. Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the spot price, futures prices and the forward premium.
The spot price exhibits the expected statistical features, which is high skewness and high excess
kurtosis. This means that the distribution of spot prices has heavy tails and that the right tail of the
distribution is fatter than the left tail. It is more likely to experience high prices that deviate far from
the mean than low prices that deviate far from the mean.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the spot price, futures price and forward premium.
Variable Mean Median Max Min St.Dev. Skewness Ex.Kurtosis
Spot Price 39.65 37.56 134.8 5.79 13.61 0.81 1.78
One-month futures 41.24 39.88 90.77 16.25 12.4 0.7 0.44
FP 1.57 1.12 25.92 −32.68 7.12 −0.27 2.36
PFP 0.03 0.03 0.46 −0.67 0.16 −0.31 0.96
LogFP 0.04 0.03 0.62 −0.35 0.13 0.75 1.92
The futures price is on average larger than the spot price. Both the mean and median futures
prices are larger than their counterparts for the spot price. This indicates that the forward premium is
positive on average for the entire sample. The futures price also exhibits positive skewness and excess
kurtosis, although the excess kurtosis is substantially smaller compared to the spot price. This can also
bee seen in Figure 1 where the spikes in the spot price are much higher than they are for the forward
price. The highest spot price in the sample is more than three times the mean spot price. Such price
variations represent huge potential losses for utilities and end-users of electricity. As can be seen from
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graphing the futures and spot prices, the volatility is higher for spot prices than for futures, but the
difference is not very large.
The forward premium exhibits very high volatility. The maximum and minimum values are both
an order of magnitude larger than the mean and median forward premium. Both the negative and
positive peaks for the forward premium are in the range of 20–30 Euro per MWh. These characteristics,
in combination with the very high excess kurtosis, suggest that the forward premium has a fat-tailed
distribution. The negative skewness of the forward premium is a natural consequence of the price
spikes observed in the spot market from time to time.
When we look at the statistics for the percentage and log forward premium some differences
emerge. The forward premium is positive on average under both definitions. The medians are very
similar, but the mean log forward premium is substantially higher than the mean percentage forward
premium. The volatilities of the two definitions are very similar. The biggest differences are in the
skewness and kurtosis of the distribution and the maximum and minimum values. The percentage
definition of the forward premium yields a distribution with negative skewness, which indicates a
fatter left tail. The logarithmic definition however has quite high positive skewness with a fat right
tail. The logarithmic definition results in a distribution with substantially higher kurtosis. This was
also indicated by looking at the relationship between means and medians for the two definitions.
For the logarithmic forward premium, the mean is higher than the median, which indicates that the
distribution has a fatter right tail.
5.3. Model Specification
To explain the variation in the forward premium, we propose a multiple linear regression model.
The model is defined as follows.
FPpt = β0 + β1OILOW,t + β2OIHIGH,t + β3Tt + β4RVt + β5RESDt + β6VIXt + β7Bt + β8FP
p
i−1 + εt (7)
Here, FPpt is the ex post forward premium on day t, OILOW,t is the deviation from the mean open
interest if it is below average, OIHIGH,t is the deviation from open interest when above average, Tt is
the temperature, RVt is the realised volatility of forward prices, RESDt is the deviation from average
reservoir levels, VIXt is the level of the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX), Bt is the basis and εt is an error
term assumed uncorrelated with other variables at time t.
Factors that increase the risk of high prices should have a positive impact on the forward premium
and factors that increase the chance of low prices should have a negative impact on the forward
premium. The predicted signs are summarised in Table 2.










Open interest is an indicator of demand for futures. We expect that market actors have higher
demand for futures in situations that they perceive as more risky. Therefore, open interest should
have a positive association with forward premium. We split open interest variable in two, OILOW
and OIHIGH , because we expect that low open interest might have a different relation to the forward
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premium than high open interest. We expect the regression coefficients for both open interest variables
to be positive.
As temperatures decrease, the demand for electricity increases, and so does the risk of high prices.
This should result in a negative sign for β3 as lower temperatures would have a positive impact on the
forward premium.
Deviation from average reservoir levels was used by Lucia and Torró [4] and reservoir levels was
used by Botterud et al. [3] as explanatory variables in their regression models. Deviations from average
reservoir levels are chosen rather than reservoir levels themselves to avoid using a variable with
strong seasonal patterns [5]. RESDt shows the effects from increased supply on the price of electricity.
If reservoir levels are lower than average the chance of price spikes increases and the demand for
futures should increase. This should lead to an increase in the forward premium. Hence, the coefficient
β5 should be negative.
The situation is a little bit more complicated where the volatility of the forward price and the
VIX index are concerned. The sign of the forward premium depends primarily on whether electricity
producers or consumers have higher demand for hedging. The volatility of the electricity price and
the VIX index reflect various sources of uncertainty. We expect that higher uncertainty will amplify the
forward risk premium in both directions. Hence, in situations when the forward premium is positive,
we expect realised volatility and the VIX index to have a positive impact on the forward premium.
However, when the forward premium is negative, we expect realised volatility and the VIX index to
have a negative impact on the forward premium. Since the forward premium is positive on average,
we expect an overall positive impact from these variables.
The basis is the difference between the futures price and the spot price today and contains
information about the expected premium [4]. The expectation is that an increase in the difference
between the futures price and the current spot price will induce a positive impact on the forward
premium with β7 being positive.
The lagged value of the dependent variable should have a positive sign, as the forward premium
is likely autocorrelated. Thus, we would expect β8 to be positive.
5.4. OLS Regression Results
The results from the regressions for both the log and percentage forward premium are summarised
in Table 3. For both model specifications, the basis and the deviation from the average reservoir level
are the only exogenous variables that have a significant impact on the forward premium. (The lagged
value of the forward premium itself also has a strong and significant effect, which suggests that the
forward premium is highly correlated over time.) Weron and Zator [5], Lucia and Torró [4] and
Botterud et al. [3] all found that reservoir levels have significant effects on the forward premium. Lucia
and Torró [4] also found that the basis has significant effects on the forward premium. Our results
therefore support the findings of these previous studies. All the coefficients show the predicted signs,
except for β1 for low open interest. However, this coefficient is very close to zero and not significant.
Neither realised volatility nor the VIX index has any impact on the mean forward premium
using the OLS regression. This was somewhat expected given our reasoning in the previous section.
The quantile regression results reveal whether the effects of the volatility variables are stronger in the
tails compared to the center of the distribution.
Several papers have noted that the forward premium in electricity markets decreases as the
markets mature. It is interesting to examine whether this is also the case for the Nordic electricity
market. We therefore split the total sample into two subsamples. The first subsample covers the period
from December 1, 2005 to March 31, 2010 and the second subsample covers the period from March
31, 2010 to July 31, 2014. The results from the second subsample are of particular interest as there is
significantly less existing research based on data after 2009. It has already been shown that the forward
premium has declined somewhat over time, but changes in the effects of the considered variables have
not received much attention previously.
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Table 3. Results from the OLS regression. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are shown in
brackets. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels.
PFP LogFP
2005–2014 2005–2009 2010–2014 2005–2014 2005–2009 2010–2014
OILOW −0.00001 0.00002 −0.00003 −0.00002 0.00002 −0.00003
(0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00003) (0.00002) (0.00003) (0.00003)
OIHIGH 0.00001 0.00000 0.00003 ** 0.00001 0.00000 0.00003 *
(0.00001) (0.00003) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00003) (0.00001)
Temperature −0.00016 −0.00053 * 0.00014 −0.00018 −0.00055 * 0.00007
(0.00019) (0.00027) (0.00028) (0.00019) (0.00029) (0.00027)
RV 0.00083 −0.00662 0.01489 −0.00166 −0.00768 0.00814
(0.00793) (0.00864) (0.01434) (0.00850) (0.00919) (0.01448)
RESD −0.00026 * −0.00062 *** −0.00008 −0.00027 * −0.00065 *** −0.00008
(0.00014) (0.00021) (0.00019) (0.00015) (0.00024) (0.00019)
VIX 0.00000 0.00003 0.00018 0.00000 0.00003 0.00026
(0.00009) (0.00011) (0.00036) (0.00010) (0.00012) (0.00031)
Basis 0.00083 *** 0.00228 *** 0.00024 0.00086 ** 0.00244 *** 0.00021
(0.00030) (0.00052) (0.00034) (0.00034) (0.00055) (0.00038)
PFPt−1 0.94889 *** 0.93927 *** 0.95007 ***
(0.00781) (0.01216) (0.01115)
LogFPt−1 0.95174 *** 0.94269 *** 0.95224 ***
(0.00781) (0.01202) (0.01229)
Constant 0.00055 0.00914 −0.01251 ** 0.00175 0.00890 −0.01162 *
(0.00386) (0.00597) (0.00633) (0.00400) (0.00643) (0.00658)
Observations 1,953 976 977 1,953 976 977
R2 0.90 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.91
Adjusted R2 0.90 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.899 0.91
We see that the overall explanatory power of the model estimated for the last part of the sample
is slightly better than for the first half of the sample, and that this holds for both definitions of the
forward premium. In general, the two definitions of the forward premium yield models that are
similar in terms of the size and sign of the coefficients. The only difference is that the high open interest
coefficient is negative for the percentage definition and positive for the logarithmic definition of the
forward premium, in the first period. However, this result is of minor importance as both estimates
are statistically insignificant.
There are some important differences between the estimated coefficients for the two different
sub-periods. First, both the basis and the deviation from average reservoir level have significant effects
at the 1% level for the period from 2005 to 2009, but no significant effect at any level for the period
from 2010 to 2014. The coefficient estimates for these are also reduced by an order of magnitude for
the model estimated for the second sub-period in both models.
The coefficients for low open interest, realised volatility and temperature change sign between the
sub periods. Low open interest has a positive coefficient for the first period and a negative coefficient
for the second period. The impact of the realised volatility and temperature changes between these
two subperiods from negative to positive. Temperature has a significant impact at the 10 % level for
the first subsample. The coefficient for realised volatility both changes sign and increases in magnitude
(in absolute value), but in no model is its effect significant.
The coefficients are all smaller in the second period, except for the VIX. For example,
the coefficients for the basis and the deviation from average reservoir level, which are significant
in the first period, are reduced by an order of magnitude in the second period. This result indicates
that as the market has matured the forward premium has, on average, decreased in the Nordic
electricity market.
The results indicate that the estimates from Lucia and Torró [4] and Botterud et al. [3] may not
fully describe the current behaviour of the market. Since both the basis and reservoir deviation have a
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smaller and less significant impact in the second subperiod, the results of Botterud et al. [3] and Lucia
and Torró [4] should not be extrapolated into the future and used to describe the current behaviour of
the forward premium in the Nordic electricity market.
5.5. Quantile Regression Results
Figure 4 presents the results from estimating the model for the percentage forward premium at all
quantiles. The black dotted line presents the coefficient estimates from the quantile regression plotted
over all quantiles. The gray shaded area indicates the confidence bands for the coefficient estimates.
The OLS results are also plotted with the solid red line representing the OLS coefficient estimate and
the dashed red lines indicating the upper and lower bounds of the confidence intervals.
Figure 5 presents the result from estimating the model for the logarithmic risk premium definition,
with the figure showing the same measures as Figure 4 does for the percentage definition.
Our overall finding is that the impact of the various explanatory variables on the mean/median
forward premium is fairly small. The confidence bands for both the conditional median and mean
include zero for all variables except the included lagged value of the dependent variable, the basis and
the deviation from average reservoir level. This is in line with the findings from the OLS estimation.
However, when we examine all the variables, we can clearly see that the effects are not constant across
the quantiles.
The coefficient for low open interest is very close to zero over nearly all quantiles, and the results
are almost identical for the two definitions of the forward premium. A significant impact is found
only in the far left and right tails. The coefficients in the left tail are positive and significant, while
the opposite is the case in the right tail. As this variable is always zero or negative, we can see that
an increase in open interest when open interest is low in general reduces the volatility of the forward
premium. Interestingly, the coefficients for high open interest show the opposite pattern. This means
that an increase in open interest when open interest already is high increases the volatility of the
forward premium.
The coefficient for temperature also reveals an effect close to zero over the majority of quantiles.
However, there is a positive and significant effect for the lower quantiles. This makes sense; when
the forward premium is very low, electricity spot prices are extremely high, and in such cases a
temperature increase will lead to lower spot prices and thus have a positive impact on the forward
premium. In the opposite case, there are not usually severe weather conditions of any kind (but
the market may have expected cold weather) and so a change in the temperature will only have a
minor impact.
The deviation from average reservoir level shows a distinct pattern. Around the mean and
towards the lower quantiles the coefficients are close to zero. The effects are negative in the lower tail,
whereas in the upper tail the coefficients become positive. As the variable measures the deviation from
the average reservoir level, a higher value means more water is stored in the reservoirs. This should
reduce the risk of low future supply. This is also exactly what we find in the quantile regressions. Since
the deviation from the average reservoir level has negative values when the current reservoir level is
low, an increase in the reservoir level will induce a higher level of lower conditional forward premia.
Similarly, when reservoir levels are low (and the deviation is negative) an increase in the reservoir
level will induce lower levels of the conditional higher quantiles. These two effects in general mean
that the volatility of the forward premium is reduced when the reservoir level increases.
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Figure 4. Quantile regression coefficients plotted for various quantiles with percentage forward premium as the dependent variable.
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Figure 5. Quantile regression coefficients plotted for various quantiles with the logarithmic forward premium as the dependent variable.
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The coefficient for realised volatility displays a very distinct pattern of influence on the forward
premium. At the median, the coefficient is close to zero, which is in line with the findings from the
OLS regressions. The coefficient changes from negative in the left tail to positive in the right tail.
The interpretation is very simple: volatility of the electricity futures price is translated into the volatility
of the forward premium. An increase in the realised volatility of the forward price means that the
conditional lower quantiles of the forward premium become more negative and the conditional upper
quantiles become more positive.
The situation is the opposite with the VIX index. This can be easily understood once we realise
that, first, the forward premium is defined as the difference between the futures price now and the spot
price one month later, and, second, realised volatility is the volatility of the futures price now, whereas
the VIX index is the one-month implied volatility of the stock market. As discussed above, the realised
volatility of futures prices is basically the volatility of the futures/forward price now. By contrast,
the VIX index is one-month implied volatility, and therefore it is related to the volatility of the spot
price in one month. Since the spot price enters the calculation of the forward premium with a negative
sign, the VIX index has the opposite impact on the quantiles of the forward premium, after controlling
for the realised volatility of futures prices.
The basis has a positive and significant impact on the forward premium across most quantiles.
In the lower tail, the coefficients are negative and significant. This means that a higher forward price
today (with “delivery” in the future) compared to the current spot price will induce a lower value of
the conditional lower quantiles of the forward premium. This makes sense as a higher basis means
that we expect higher spot prices in the future. This will particularly influence the lower tails of the
forward premium.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we provide new empirical evidence of the behaviour of the forward premium in the
Nordic electricity market. We do this by using both traditional OLS regression analysis and a quantile
regression approach.
Our results show that some of the variation in the conditional mean of the forward premium
can be explained by temperature, deviation from the mean reservoir level and variation in the basis.
However, these findings only hold for the first period of the sample (2005–2009). For the second part of
the sample period (2010–2014), the effects from these variables are no longer significant. On the other
hand, open interest, when it is above the average level, has a positive impact on the forward premium
in the second half of our data sample.
Participants in electricity markets need to measure and manage the risk associated with taking
long- and short-term positions. It is therefore important to understand the impact of various variables
on the mean and other aspects of the forward premium distribution. Our findings regarding the effects
in the tails of the distribution are of particular interest as these can be directly related to Value-at-Risk
modelling and forecasting.
The results from the quantile regression show that the impacts of the various variables are not
constant across the distribution of the forward premium. For most of the independent variables,
the effects increase (in absolute terms) in the tails of the distribution. Our results show that the realised
volatility of futures prices and the implied volatility of the stock market are particularly important in
explaining variation in the upper and lower quantiles of the forward premium distribution.
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